MAMBA

3 Legged Aluminium
Shooting Sticks

The SAHGCA speciﬁcation limits the maximum weight of this type of shooting sticks to
2,4kg. It may only have one support hook. Our MAMBA shooting sticks weighs 2,2kg
and has one support hook. In order to shoot accurately, our MAMBA shooting sticks
will provide you with the most comfortable/relaxed and solid shooting support.
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The top bracket restrains the spread of the
legs to an angle suitable to use two riﬂe
supports for all the shooting positions;
The top bracket also holds the legs ﬁrm so
that they will not fold out and collapse after
a shot;
The top bracket has matting on its top
surface for it to be used as shooting
support. Drill 6.2mm holes in all 3 legs as
appropriate for your own length;
The shooting sticks are completely made
from Aluminium and are supplied in the
natural (uncoated) ﬁnish only;
The shooting sticks can also be covered
with camouﬂage tape or painted a suitable
colour;
The legs are telescopic and lock into
position with snap-in tent pole clips;
The one leg is covered with matting for it to
be used as the second support;
The support hook is cushioned with rubber
padding and covered with matting;
Shift the support hook between the two
bare legs to accommodate left- or righthanded shooters;
The support hook's clamping screw
presses onto a plate and will not damage
the leg it is clamped onto;
Keep the legs retracted for the lying,
sitting & kneeling shooting positions,
except for standing. Low/retracted height
= 1.2m;
The legs are only extended for use in a
standing position. In this position the riﬂe
can be supported on the support hook only
or on the second leg also. Total maximum
height = 2,1m;
When hunting from the lying, sitting and
kneeling positions only, remove the inner
telescopic legs.
This lowers the total
weight to 1.4kg, which is very suitable for
hunting;
To prevent inward collapse of the legs after
a shot, tighten the Nylock nuts on the top
bracket until the legs fold-in stiﬄy;
In order to shoot accurately, our MAMBA
shooting sticks will provide you with the
most comfortable/relaxed and solid
shooting support.

